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INSIDE
Career Day attracts
student job seekers

Day set to curb depression
Nyssa Dahlberg
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Students had
the opportunity to talk
with various
businesses
Wednesday.
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Huskies sweep
Bemidji State 3-0
The recent win by the volleyball
team puts their season record
at 12-6, 2-2 in the conference.
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Kerry.
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To help students understand
more about depression and to figure out if they are depressed,
Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) is participating in
its first National Depression
Screening Day.
From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today in
Atwood Memorial Center Kiosk
Room, CAPS counselors will
instruct students on depression
with informational handouts.
Students interested in taking a free
depression screening can in
Stewart Hall Room 108.
Some like third-year student
Jenna Schubert have a full load on
their shoulders. She is a full-time
student, works 30 hours a week
and at the same time tries to juggle

her boyfriend, friends and family.
“I am constantly concerned
about money. I’ve been under so
much stress with school and work
that it’s becoming a lot for me to
handle,” Schubert said. “I’m sure
college is a stressful time for many
students who have to work in order
to pay for school.”
Director of
CAPS, Chuck
Smith said many students feel the
same way as they try to juggle
school, work, friends and family.
“Quite frankly, that is too much
stress on a lot of people,” Smith
said. “To try and pull it all off
results either in depression, anxiety or sometimes in excessive
drinking or substance abuse as a
way of coping with what they
feel.”
If students are under too much
stress, they may begin to develop

depression or an anxiety disorder
but may not know what is happening to them.
Smith said there will be two
counselors at the CAPS office to
meet and greet students who would
like to take the free depression
screening. Screenings are confidential and usually take no more
than half hour, depending on the
student.
Also new this year is an online
depression screening students can
take and get instant results. To take
this
screening
log
onto
www.stcloudstate.edu/counseling.
This screening is completely confidential.
Nationally, only 300 schools
participate in National Depression
Screening Day. Smith said the reason for such a low number is that
the idea hasn’t gotten around yet.

But he said it’s an important day to
educate students, faculty and staff
about depression.
“Depression is the leading psychological difficulty in America
and worldwide,” Smith said. “It
accounts for more lost days of
school, more lost days of work and
just plain old human suffering than
virtually any other process you can
think of.”
Smith said he used the word
process instead of disease because
anyone can suffer from depression
and not necessarily have a chemical imbalance in their bodies.
“If we are out of control and
powerless, we can find ourselves
suffering from depression. So it
can happen to just about anybody,”
he said.
■

Go to Depression PAGE 3.

March creates awareness for voters
Students
and
faculty
marched from the Women’s
Center to Stewart Hall
Wednesday during their
'Modern-Day
Suffragists
March.' The group met at the
Women’s Center just after 11
a.m. and marched down Sixth
Avenue to the front steps of
Stewart Hall.On their arrival,
professor of communication
studies Tammy Spry gave a
speech about the importance
of the November 2 election
and of the power of women
voters. Many demonstrators
carried signs with a repeating
message encouraging people
that every vote counts. The
idea to conduct a march with
the theme to “come dressed
as your favorite suffragist”
originated from a student
who wanted to bring awareness to those who fought for
women’s right to vote.
ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR
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Nation & World

St. Cloud hospital flu-vaccine on hold X-Prize encourages public space flight
After a major flu-vaccine maker was temporarily shut down, St.
Cloud Hospital’s flu-vaccine clinics are on hold, spokeswoman Cheri
Tollefson Lehse said.
St. Cloud Medical group, however, received all of its vaccinations
from another major vaccine producer, Aventis Pasture. The medical
group will continue the vaccinations they started Friday, patient supervisor Deb Hall said.
“We will do everything in our power to make sure the high-risk
groups (elderly, people with chronic diseases and children 6 to 23
months) be vaccinated,” Mary Pittman-Mach, Stearns County Public
Health supervisor said.

Minn. border counties receive money
The state has drawn up plans for increased security at the Canadian
border for next year.
The state will receive $1 million in Homeland Security funds to help
stop illegal immigrants from crossing the border. The money will go
to seven border counties for radios and other gear needed for deputies
to talk to U.S. border patrol agents. The sheriffs from those seven
counties will have to decide how to split the $1 million before the
money is distributed in 2005.
Earlier this year, state homeland security officers rejected the border
counties applications for federal money to buy radios and other equipment that was important to enforce border security.
Sept. 12, the Star Tribune reported state homeland security officials
denied money to many counties along the Canada border.
Recently, U.S. Rep. Collin Peterson, told state homeland security
officials to send more money to counties along the Canada border.

In efforts to achieve public space flight, a contest was conducted
Monday offering $10 million to the crew who could rocket into space
twice within 14 days.
This contest, the X-Prize Cup, will become an annual event to inspire
space crews to adopt new ideas for public space travel.
The contest is scheduled permanently in New Mexico.
Currently, more than two-dozen teams worldwide are working on
projects to try to win the next X-Prize.
Teams will be competing in five different categories to ultimately
win the X-Prize Cup: Fastest turn-around time between the first launch
and second landing, maximum number of passengers per launch, total
number of passengers during competition, maximum altitude and
fastest flight time.
In the future, if a person would like to travel into space, air-fare costs
around $200,000.

Bush bends truth about Iraqi weapons
The top U.S inspector said Wednesday no evidence was found that
Iraq had produced weapons of mass destruction after 1991.
The inspector concluded that Saddam Hussein had actually lost abilities to create such weapons since 1991.
Charles Duelfer, head of the Iraqi Survey Group said that contrary to
statements made by President Bush before the war, Hussein did not
have biological and nuclear stockpiles when the war began.
Duelfer states that Hussein still remains a threat. Interviews with
Hussein and other Iraqi officials stated Hussein would still like to pursue his weapons program after the U.N. lifts their sanctions.

Random Quote
“All cruelty springs from hard-heartedness and weakness.” -Seneca
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Calendar of

Events

News

■ Diversity conference
1 to 4:30 p.m. in the Miller
Center. Speakers will address
“Achieving Success in
Challenging Times: Reaching
the Leader Within.” Free.
■ “Moulin Rouge”
Movie in Atwood Memorial
Center Theatre 8 p.m. Rated
PG-13. Free. Runs until
Sunday.

FRIDAY
■ Stadium Tour/ Noon Walk
12 to 1 p.m. Husky Stadium.
Tour starts at World Japanese
Garden area between
Administrative Services and
Centennial Hall. Free.
■ Slide show
“Kangaroos, Kiwis and Cocos
Slide Show” 12 to 1 p.m.
Stewart Hall Room 308.
Elizabeth Leppman highlights
her recent trip to Australia, New
Zealand and Fiji.
■ Superior Hiking Trail
4 p.m. Get away for the weekend by hiking on a scenic trail
in Superior. For more information contact Outdoor Endeavors
at 308-3772. Cost $35.

SATURDAY
■ Skydiving clinic
A first-time jump course is
being offered through the skydiving club at 8 a.m. in
Chippewa Falls. If you are
interested, contact Chad at 2305186.
■ Malaysian Night 2004
6 to 9 p.m. Atwood Memorial
Center Ballroom. Multicultural
night involving performances of
dance, drama, drumming and
more. Student cost $8.
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Group offers free classes

TODAY
■ Depression screening
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Atwood
Memorial Center Kiosk Room.
Counseling and Health services
are offering education and
screenings for emotional conditions that often go undiagnosed.
Screenings are free.

University Chronicle

Chad Brancamp
STAFF WRITER

If you’ve ever had the need to
learn Russian or brush up on your
French, now is the time.
SCSU, along with the European
Student Association, offers free
weekly classes in eight European
languages. The languages offered
are Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech,
French, German, Polish, Russian
and Turkish.
The classes are taught by students who are part of the ESA. The
classes are meant to be basic and
informal, giving the student the
chance to learn about the language
and the country.
“The classes are a good opportunity to study languages from a
native speaker,” Russian instructor
Anya Shilko said. “It also gives us
a chance to teach the cultural background of our country.”
Classes are not meant to give
people the ability to become fluent
in the language. They are more to
learn the basics and be able to communicate while traveling and also
give the student a better feel for the
country.
“Learning a language, or at least
some of its aspects, can really teach
a lot about a specific culture,”
Alwynn Gilgen, President of the
ESA, said. “After taking one of our
classes, students will definitely be
more culturally sensitive.”
The ESA chose the languages
taught based on the members of the
organization. This gives the ESA
the ability to teach languages that
are less popular in the United States
like Bulgarian and Croatian.
“We try to make our classes as

■

Continued from PAGE 1.

Depression
Smith said that CAPS decided
to
participate
in
National
Depression Screening day because
depression is a big issue for students. By participating, he said it
symbolizes CAPS cares about the

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU student Lionel Mathieu teaches his native language French to students and members of the community at no charge Tuesday night in Brown Hall. French and many other language are being offered
once a week with no pre-registration required.
much fun as possible,” Gilgen said.
“We prepare our classes so students
will learn some grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation.”
He went on to say how they are
also excited to answer whatever
questions about the language or
culture the students have.
“It is important that our students
learn the cultural aspects of a language,” Gilgen said. “Our instructors not only teach vocabulary and
grammar, they also teach about different ways of life, different values.”
The ESA offered similar classes
last year to students and this year
opened the classes to members of

the community.
“I’m taking the classes to learn
the language because I adopted a
young Russian boy and I want to be
able to help him learn his language,” Annandale resident Pat
Sherman said. “I like the teacher
and the classes; it gives more of a
feel for the language and the country.”
Classes last about an hour and
registration is not required. Classes
will run through the end of fall
semester. For more information on
the language classes, e-mail the
ESA at esa@stcloudstate.edu or
visit
their
Web
site
at
studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/esa.

students and wants to help them.
“Students have to deal with
drugs, sexuality, being sexually
active, knowing where their boundaries are, ‘how far do I have to go
to be liked,’” he said. “And all of
those things go inside as stressors
and come out in depression or anxiety.”
Last year, there were two oncampus suicides. Smith said that

maybe if friends and family were
more educated about warning signs
of depression these students may
have gotten professional help and
would have been saved.
“I analyzed both cases in depth
to try and learn as much as I could
about what occurred, why it
occurred and I don’t think in either
case that a professor or housing
person would have been able to
know that these students are
depressed. They would not have
been able to see the signs or evidence (of depression),” Smith said.
“I do think that maybe family members or friends who were around the
students a lot more, a closer relationship, if they had known what to
look for they probably would have
gotten some clues that these students were depressed.”
Smith went on to explain that
most students don’t like to admit

“Usually, when people come to me they feel 100
percent relieved at the end of the session. And
why carry an extra burden or weight around with
you when you don’t have to?”
Chuck Smith
DIRECTOR OF CAPS

Class times

–Bulgarian: 3 p.m.Wednesday
Brown Hall 126.
–Croatian: 5 p.m.Wednesday
Brown Hall 104
–Czech: 5 p.m.Thursday
Lawrence Hall G18
–French: 7 p.m. Tuesday and 2
p.m. Friday Brown Hall 101
–German: 5 p.m.Thursday
Brown Hall 101
–Polish: 4:30 p.m.Wednesday
Brown Hall 103
–Russian: 6 p.m. Monday Brown
Hall 309
–Turkish: 5 p.m. Monday Brown
Hall 232

they have a problem.
“Many people are frightened
about what they are going to find
out when they look inside.
Somehow that they are going to
open Pandora’s Box and find there
is a bunch of demons inside, but
that’s hardly ever true,” Smith said.
One reason students should seek
counseling now is because counseling is free at SCSU and in the “real
world” a counselor could cost anywhere from $110 to $130 an hour.
“Usually when people come to
me they feel 100 percent relieved at
the end of the session,” Smith said.
“And why carry an extra burden or
weight around with you when you
don’t have to? People feel ashamed
about life problems but the fact is
we all have them, it’s a part of life.”
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Special agent shares FBI advice
Katie Olean
STAFF WRITER

Students interested in the FBI
gathered in room 210 of Stewart
Hall Tuesday afternoon to hear special agent Shane Dahlstrom give
free advice and answer questions.
The event was sponsored by the
Criminal Justice Association (CJA),
in hopes of shedding some light on
the truths of the FBI.
“Having an FBI agent come talk
to students gives them a grasp of
the reality of the FBI, because most
of the time they have a fixed idea
from the media that’s not accurate,”
CJA member Karissa Johnsen said.
Dahlstrom, who has been with
the FBI for over five years, hoped
to give students some insight to
what the FBI is like and what it
takes to become a part of it.
“What I try to do, first of all, is
put a face to people in the FBI,”
Dahlstrom said. “When I first started, I had never met a federal agent.
I didn’t know much about cops or
police work.”
Anurag Thapa, a fourth-year
criminal justice major, found the
experience enlightening.
“He didn’t look like he was from
the FBI,” Thapa said. “He just
looked like a regular guy.”
Dahlstrom, who is originally
from Iowa, now lives in the St.

Cloud area. He started his informational presentation by explaining
the sacrifices one must be willing to
make if one wants to be in the FBI.
“Usually, when you start with
the Bureau and you get in, you’re
not going to go back home. Unless
you’re from New York City or L.A.
and you want to go back, they’re
not going to send you home for
quite some time.”
Dahlstrom went on to explain
the details of the application
process. In addition to the length
and in-depth questions, he shared a
bit about the experience.
“The polygrapher is pretty
intimidating. They ask you these
questions and you know you’re
being honest, but let’s just say
they’re very good at their job,”
Dahlstrom said. “After that, you’ll
go through a pretty extensive background check and they look for
anything major. The one absolute
thing you will get booted for is
lying and they will find out if
you’ve lied. They’ll also go out and
interview all of your friends, your
roommates, neighbors and other
various people.”
Dahlstrom then discussed who
makes up the FBI.
“We’re not all white males,” he
said.
Dahlstrom said there are about
12,000 agents across the United

States. Of the 12,000, roughly onefourth of them are female and onefifth are minorities, which he suspects is increasing.
The range of fields within the
FBI is also diverse. Dahlstrom estimated that for the next few years
the FBI will be hiring 1,000 - 1,200
new agents each year, and of these
recruits, the majority are not from
law enforcement.
“In the name of maintaining a
diversified workforce, I think that
the level of cops that the FBI is
recruiting is about 20 percent. The
rest of them are going to be
accounting majors, like myself, or
language majors, biologists, economists–it’s a wide range. There are
no limits.”
Joe Plant, a criminal justice
major in his third-year, found the
experience to be very informative.
“The FBI may be one of my
options down the line and knowing
more about my options is definitely
beneficial,” Plant said.
For students considering the
FBI, Dahlstrom offered a bit of
encouragement and advice.
“You don’t have anything to lose
by applying,” Dahlstrom said. “All
I would say is just be honest.”

ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

FBI agent Shane Dahlstrom shares personal experiences and
answers questions from students interested in the criminal justice
system Tuesday afternoon in Stewart Hall 210.

SCSU writing class requires camping gear
Nick Aaland
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students at SCSU are gathering
up their camping gear for an academic adventure this weekend.
Friday and Saturday students
from
Matthew
Spring’s
Introduction to Rhetorical and
Analytical Writing class will be
traveling to Camphill Village.
The small town, located north of
Sauk Centre, has teamed up with
Spring for a weekend of community
service. The students will work on
their writing skills on this 470-acre

biodynamic farm by interacting
with the community and forming
relationships with the approximately 60 Camphill Village citizens.
“Camphill had the best opportunity for relating to what we’re
doing in class,” Spring said. “The
students will learn more about writing by witnessing different ideas
and observations that they aren’t
used to.”
Some objectives for the weekend include creating written profiles of residents, and practicing
composition of the poetry from
Robert Frost and the prose of Loren

“The students will learn more about writing by
witnessing different ideas and observations that
they aren’t used to.”
Matthew Spring
SCSU ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR

Eiseley. The students will also write
a memoir that combines an extraordinary event that happened during
the weekend with poetry from
Robert Frost.
Throughout the rest of the
semester, students will create a penpal relationship with Camphill residents. They will write about the
work they do in class and other
information about themselves.
SCSU students will be arriving
to the small town around 8 p.m.
Friday to watch a movie with the
community. The next day members
of the English class will get a tour
of the village. There will also be a
time to play volleyball and a period
of one-on-one interviews with their
pen pals. The students will end their
trip Saturday around 8 p.m. by eating dinner in the houses of the residents.
SCSU is just one of the 45 or
more universities that are incorporating the service-learning component. Colleges define service-learning as a credit bearing, educational

experience in which students participate in an organized service activity that meets identified community
needs and reflects on the service
activity in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a broader appreciation of the
discipline and an enhanced sense of
civic responsibility.
Currently, 10 courses offered by
SCSU incorporate the servicelearning program into classes. In
these courses, the instructors set up
the service-learning experience.
Last fall was the first semester
SCSU had a full-time servicelearning
coordinator,
Eveily
Freeman. Before that, instructors
would have to set things up themselves. Although most teachers still
take care of it themselves, Freeman
has become the link between
instructors and setting up the experiences.
Freeman said service-learning
provides a more hands-on approach
to students, which enhances their
education.

“What they write becomes so
rich because they experience it first
hand,” Freeman said.
Freeman and Spring collaborated to make Camphill happen.
Freeman said she knew just what
kind of community Camphill
Village was, and when Spring came
to her for service-learning advice
she knew just where to go.
“Spring looks at voices that
aren’t heard and the small community of Camphill was the ideal
place,” Freeman said.
Students of SCSU have been
preparing for the event. They have
had a couple visits from people of
Camphill to explain and outline the
village. Only one of the 22 students
will not be able to attend the events
this weekend.
Spring hopes to see his students
come away from the experience
with a broader sense of writing.
“I hope students leave with more
stories and ideas to write about,” he
said.

News
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Career day connects
students, businesses
Becky Glander

KAZUMI SHIRAI/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

College of Business Executive Council (COBEC) sponsored Career
Day at Atwood Ballroom this Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
their future employees.
Barb Lyons, a Herberger’s representative, said that the company was
looking for students with “very
strong people skills, out-going, energetic, good leadership qualities and
people who have the drive to want to
succeed.”
Greg Kapsner, spokesperson for
General Mills, said that the company
was looking for BCIS and Computer
Science majors to work as summer
interns.
“We’re looking for people who
want to get into development and
programming of computer systems,”
Kapsner said. “We’re also looking for
full-time employees in more general
business to do customer service.”
Students walked around the
Ballroom dressed formally in an
attempt to stand out from the crowd.

Many handed out resumes and collected business cards. Employers
encouraged students to ask questions
to get a feel for the nature of the jobs
available.
Among those attending Career
Day were students preparing to graduate, as well as new students.
First-year international business
student Kristen Harris came to Career
Day without a specific purpose.
“(I’m looking for) anything that
catches my eye that is a possible
career in the future,” Harris said.
Companies expressed that they
have had success with SCSU students in the past and feel this year
should be no exception.
“We get a lot of good comments
from our company reps that we have
so many hard-working students,”
Frie said.
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SCSU puts name
on license plates
Erik Anderson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students attempted to search for
job opportunities yesterday at Career
Day in the Atwood Ballroom.
Career Day, sponsored by the
College of Business Executive
Council (COBEC), was a networking
event that gave students the chance to
begin searching for an internship or
career. Students were given the
opportunity to explore 85 different
companies at booths set up throughout the Ballroom. Employers provided students with information about
their businesses and job opportunities.
This event takes place annually
during fall semester. Joan Frie,
Career Day Coordinator, has been in
charge of the event for four years.
She tries to provide a diverse assortment of employers to attend the
event.
“We try to pull in companies that
hire all over the world, as well as just
in the United States,” Frie stated.
Employers who were present this
year ranged from Target to the U.S.
Air Force. Most of them were looking to employ students in the business field, but all majors were
encouraged to attend.
“We have a variety of jobs running from finance, accounting, computer science, information services,
marketing and human resources,”
said Paul Larsen, Schwan’s Food
Company representative. “We’re
looking for everyone.”
Beside companies, job search
resources promoted their services at
Career Day.
“It’s a good opportunity to get in
front of future job-seekers and let
them know that there are resources
out there,” said Jeff Gerry, Star
Tribune Jobs Web site representative.
Companies were looking for an
assortment of qualities and skills in

University Chronicle

In hopes of drawing additional
publicity and monetary support
toward the University, SCSU has
participated in a special license plate
program with the Department of
Motor Vehicles (DMV).
In 1991, a bill was passed to issue
special collegiate license plates and
went into Minnesota statute. This
program allowed Minnesota colleges and universities to create specialized license plates for their particular establishments, and receive
scholarship contributions for the
plates.
With a fee of $10, and a contribution of $25 annually, a driver
would receive the specialized collegiate plate. Contributions, as stated
by the statute, go into a scholarship
account.
“They’re like postage stamps,
you can pick from the available
designs,” said Tom Evans, supervisor of the special plates unit at the
DMV. “The program was loosely
based on programs in other states,
like Texas and Florida, and a majority of states have similar programs,”
Evans said.
In Minnesota, there are 19 colleges and universities participating,
as of 2004. There are 2,221 plates
registered to various universities
across the state. Evans said the
largest participant, by far, is the
University of Minnesota, which has
registered 1,347 plates to date, while
SCSU has registered 77 plates.
“By contrast, there are over
100,000 conservation plates registered, and they started in 1995,”
Evans said.
In 1994, SCSU put the contributions in a scholarship account created for them in the Minnesota

Academic Excellence Scholarship
Program.
Diana Burlison, associate vice
president of SCSU, said the scholarship will have an impact on some
students’ education, but none have
been issued yet.
“(The purpose of this scholarship) is to reward students who have
demonstrated outstanding ability,
achievement, and potential in various academic disciplines,” Burlison
said. “Being given for one year, and
possibly renewed for three years, the
scholarship just has not collected
enough money to be offered yet.”
However, since 1994 when
SCSU received its first check, the
fund has been steadily increasing in,
ending the 2004 fiscal year with a
total of $14,840.
“Right now we average between
$1,600 and $1,900 a year,” Burlison
said. “Which means that within the
next year or two there could be sufficient funds to provide one student
with the scholarship.”
Hoping to increase the scholarship fund, SCSU’s plates are being
featured in the Alumni magazine,
“Outlook,” and “SCSU Today,” a
local newsletter.
Jill Rudnitski, vice president for
University Advancement said she is
excited about the publicity.
“Having it go out in Outlook is
really a big deal,” Rudnitski said. “It
(Outlook) is a full magazine that
should go out to our 90,000 alumni
within the month. It’s a great opportunity, and great for marketing,
because you can see the SCSU plates
everywhere you go.”
To obtain a collegiate plate, visit
the
DMV
Web
site
at
http://www.dps.state.mn.us/dvs/, or
go to the nearest licensing center and
register for a plate.

Former SCSU psychology professor dies
Chad Eldred
STAFF WRITER

Eugene Perkins, a former SCSU
professor, died Thursday Sept. 23 at
St. Benedict’s Care Center.
Perkins first graduated from
SCSU in 1947 and returned to teach
in the Psychology Department in
1958.
His son, Douglas Perkins, said
that his father simply loved to educate and counsel other people.
“What my dad did was teach. He
taught me, he taught my brothers, he
thought thousands of students,”

Douglas Perkins
said.
Perkins was
born in Beaver
C r e e k ,
Minnesota, the
son of Floyd and
Myrtle. Perkins
was a National
Guard member
Eugene
and joined the
Perkins
Army Reserves
where he later retired as a Lt.
Colonel.
Perkins began his career in education soon after graduating from

SCSU. He taught in Paynesville for
three years and then earned his masters from the University of
Minnesota and received his
Doctorate at the University of North
Colorado in 1967.
He returned to SCSU and founded a program for a masters degree in
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Counseling. The counseling service
is designed to help people with disabilities obtain and keep jobs. In
1993, Perkins received the
Distinguished Service Award for his
work in the psychology field.
Perkins was also involved in getting

the new psychology building constructed.
“If the measure of a man is in the
people he influenced, he was a great
man,” Douglas Perkins said.
The Perkins family has a long
legacy in education, especially at
SCSU. Perkins’ wife, Lorraine, was
a professor in the English
Department and his father headed
the Geology Department at SCSU.
Perkins was most proud of his
work in the counseling he gave to
others, students and faculty, his son
said.
“He played an integral part in

improving the university with his
development of the rehabilitation
counseling program and securing
the funding to support it,” Douglas
Perkins said.
Eugene was a board member for
the Habitat for Humanity, a member
of Phi Delta Kappa and an elder at
the First Presbyterian Church.
“He lived his life with dignity
and had the respect of his peers. He
had a keen brain and a strong,
warm, caring heart,” Douglas said.
Memorial services were conducted Saturday, Oct. 2 at the First
Presbyterian Church in St. Cloud.
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SCSU provides free screenings
to help depression sufferers
College is stressful. Plain and simple.
Classes, study, work, love and numerous other factors
attribute to stressful situations often leading to depression.
Just like any other illness, students afflicted with
depression deserve medical attention.
It’s great that Counseling and Psychological Services
offer free depression screenings to students for that simple fact.
As CAPS Director Chuck Smith said, “Depression is
the leading psychological difficulty in America and
worldwide.”
Depression can also happen to just about anybody and
as Smith suggested, depression doesn’t necessarily
equate to a chemical imbalance in a person’s body.
The suicide rate across the nation remains at an all
time high and if these services can deter at least one
potential suicide, they have been a great service.
Last year two SCSU students committed suicide. If
the students would have received psychological treatment or possibly taken advantage of the counseling services, who knows, they might have lived to see another
day.
The screening service has come about as part of the
National Depression Screening Day, which addresses a
topic in need of much awareness for college-aged persons. The setback is that only 300 schools participate.
There is light at the end of the tunnel, however. Smith
cited the reason for such a low number of participating
schools is that the idea hasn’t gotten around yet.
Thanks to participating establishments, such as SCSU,
the word is getting out.
While some students don’t like to admit that they
have problems or know that they have a problem, it’s
also useful that our campus offers a free online screening
test. The confidential test can assist anyone who is
scared to make a personal appearance at the actual
screening or is experiencing a lack of available time that
could be contributing to stress.
Another true asset about the process is the price tag,
which is absolutely free. Off-campus counseling costs an
arm and a leg, but the Counseling and Psychological
Services have made an effort to help.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Big America lacks a little effort
Getting fat is easy—especially in
America.
Unlike other nations, Americans
have an infinite supply of food right
at their fingertips. Unlike other
nations and our ancestors of yore,
Americans don’t have to hunt, gather and farm. Unlike other nations,
Americans have eating disorders
because they worry about getting fat.
We don’t even have to make food
for ourselves. Go to a restaurant, sit
down at a table, point out an item,
relax and somebody will bring a
gourmet platter. If that’s too time
consuming, order some fast food:
then eat and digest it in under five
minutes. If you’re lazy some places
will bring food right to your front
door.
Err…I take the making food
comment back; I guess you have to
push a couple of buttons on a
microwave to subside your hunger
pains at times.
Thanks to corporate competition
and a consumption-crazed society,
food is cheap too. Restaurants regularly feature special deals and promote nightly discounts. Fast food
chains deliver 99-cent value menus.
The newspaper has a plethora of
coupons you can collect to save cash
at the grocery store.
It’s no wonder America is the
most obese nation in the world. But,
when people talk about obesity as a
disease, it’s a bit of a stretch.
Being fat is a choice—not a disease.
There is no excuse for being fat
except that you eat too much.

NICK
HANSON
STAFF
ESSAY
Some people argue that eating
excessive amounts of food is addictive—comparative to smoking
crack. Maybe they’re right.
However, if somebody is addicted to
food (if such a thing exists) then it
becomes his or her job to kick the
habit. Just like crackheads have to go
to jail or rehab.
Don’t get me wrong, staying in
shape is tough work. The devil
tempts you into eating every opportunity he gets.
His tactics are deceitful, they
come in the form of advertising and
are hard to escape. He slithers into
your television, Internet screen and
magazines. He poaches high atop
billboards alongside the freeway.
He’s youthful and is having fun eating a Big Mac. He emits an irresistible aroma, tastes delicious and
comes free at happy hour.
But, you must resist the temptation, or you’ll get fat. The arduous
task is not fun and certainly not easy.
You have to make sacrifices;
something Americans aren’t used to.
Instead of regular soda you have
to drink water. Instead of
McDonald’s, you have to opt for the

some home cooked vegetables.
Instead of eating when you’re bored,
you have to do something like read
or collect stamps.
Some people have a slow metabolism. Too bad, you’re unlucky. Eat
less and eat healthier.
Just eating healthy isn’t good
enough though. Because of most
American’s sedentary lifestyle, exercise is vital to staying in shape. Just
like eating healthy, exercising is certainly not fun or easy.
Once again it’s all in the mentality. You have to think of exercise like
brushing your teeth, taking a shower
or going to the doctor: necessary for
good health, but a hassle.
True, people come in different
shapes and sizes. But, people don’t
think of you as “special” if you’re
fifty pounds overweight. They think
of you as “fat.”
I don’t care what anybody says,
being fat isn’t good—mentally,
physically or socially.
Not being fat isn’t about being
skinny either. It’s about being in
shape.
Being in shape isn’t about being
attractive either (although it helps).
It’s about health. Going bald, flaunting a weird scar, or just plain old
being ugly are generally unattractive, but uncontrollable physical
attributes. Being fat is controllable.
Don’t get me wrong, I don’t hate
fat people. I hate it when fat people
complain about being fat. Get up and
do something about it.

JOHN
BEHLING

STAFF
COLUMN

Virtual
library faces
evolution
Last night I was going through a
formidable stack of burned cds when
I had to pause and think. All of these
disks—which today cost next to nothing—mean about as much to me as a
bunch of scribbled notes, just copies
of copies of copies.
When I was in high school, I accidentally stepped on my real copy of
Deftones “Adrenaline,” cracking it all
the way through. I almost cried. Last
week, I threw out maybe twenty CDs
like so much digital toilet paper.
Is the difference really that great
between the real thing and a perfect
copy of the real thing? I remember
my first two CDs: The Wayne’s
World Soundtrack and Weird Al
Yankovic’s “Alapalooza.” If you
scratched those disks, they were
scratched for life. And new ones cost
more than 20 bucks at K-Mart.
But now I have all these CDs that
at one time I liked or someone I knew
liked or I heard on the radio and they
go into a stack. No label, no case, no
art. And if I lose it, there’s some kind
of assumption that I can burn another,
download another, borrow one from a
friend. I must have seven copies of
Nirvana Live in New York including
one original.
It seems the Internet has provided
us with this kind of surrogate brain.
Whenever we’re near a connection
we can listen to David Bowie, check
the spelling of Alapalooza or read the
newspaper. And with burning technology that nearly everyone owns;
making a copy is like a scribbling a
note on a napkin.
Maybe we’re stepping away from
focusing on the concept of ownership, buying to own rather than buying because you want to experience
the song. Now buying has become a
form of activism, a way to vote for
the bands you like. And listening is as
easy as logging on, scribbling a note
and going about your life. The RIAA
would like to tell you otherwise, but
to me it feels like evolution.

OPINIONS

Purple pride
pens politics

I sat down Monday morning to
read the Chronicle as I do on most
Monday mornings, and once again
started with the Opinions. I cracked
open the paper. And lo-and-behold, I
was pleasantly sickened to see the
opening entry: “If it is not evident to
you by now, it should be. George W.
Bush is unfit for command.”
Followed by blatherings of empty,
recycled rhetoric. I run to the sports
page.
The title “Vikings fans have a lot
to be thankful for” catches my eye,
so I start reading. I can digest about
three paragraphs of the article before
I start gagging. I throw the paper
down and stare at my dorm wall for
five minutes. And then I suddenly
know exactly why I hate the present
American political scene so much….
You see, the Viking article was
written by someone who is a
Pittsburg Steelers fan and absolutely
hates the Vikings. So what’s the big
deal?
The big deal is that this selfrighteous hack can’t handle simply
hating the Vikings because they are
an opposing team. No, he needs to
make the aloof, condescending,
poor-dumb-misled-Vikes-fans argument that we Minnesotans are supporters of a morally bankrupt team
which will most likely skip town any
day now.
Consider a rebuttal I could have
used against his naive argument. His
precious Pittsburg Steelers did not
openly disapprove of a drunken exteammate who recently evaded the
cops before slamming into a tanker
truck. The NFL agreed to overlook
Steelers running back Jerome Bettis
involvement with illegal gambling,
as long as he doesn’t continue.
Burning your black-and-gold now?
Didn’t think so. Your team is excusable. Mine is villainous.
Doesn’t this sound a bit familiar?
A little like the political rhetoric
going around today? How many of
you left and right-wing fanatics out
there will even stand within a city
block of George Bush or John Kerry,
much less know who they are,
before you vote for them? And if
your heart is really set on voting for
one of them, do you really want to
know any of their dark personal
secrets? Again, probably not. You
are voting for what they represent to
you, not the person.
The Vikings for me are an indelible icon of everything that makes my
home state of Minnesota unique. So
I support them through thick and
thin. The Green Bay Packers oppose
the Vikings. So I hate the

Packers…and I don’t pretend to
have some deeper, more rational reason for hating them.
Moral of the story: since your
arguments are ones of passion and
not reason (no matter how much you
try to deceive yourself and others),
don’t bother writing ten million
pages about why your political candidate (or sports team) is of divine
origin and his opponent satanic.

Michael Jon Palmquist
Senior
English Major

Fighting over
the “Sioux”
This information is in response to
the University Chronicle article,
“Protesters object UND mascot”
dated the 4th of October 2004.
In 1930, after a campaign led by
the student newspaper, the Athletic
Board of Control adopted the name
“Sioux.” The addition of the word
“Fighting,” modeled after Notre
Dame’s “Fighting Irish,” occurred
later.
Point #1 It was stated in the
Chronicles article that, “No university should have this, it doesn’t happen
with Blacks or Latinos or Asians.”
Yet it does happen with whites as you
see at Notre Dame with the “Fighting
Irish”.
Point #2 The University does not
utilize a “mascot” to entertain the
crowds during athletic events. From
time to time, an American Indian
dancer in authentic regalia leads
teams onto the field or floor, usually
performing briefly and then leaving.
Point #3 With respect to other
uses of the name: the Alumni
Association’s “Sioux Award,” given
to distinguished graduates; a “Sioux
Room” is found in the UND
Memorial Union; the Army Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
detachment has long been known as
the “Fighting Sioux Battalion.”
Point #4 On July 1, 1999, Charles
E. Kupchella became president.
Later that fall, a new controversy
began with the news that UND had
decided to implement a new Indian
head logo designed by American
Indian artist Bennett Brien. The president appointed commission to gather information to make a decision on
the team name issue, to provide education for all persons interested in the
issue, to examine the experiences of
UND and other universities that considered nickname changes, and to
outline alternative courses of action.
The commission contracted with
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the UND Social Science Research
Institute to conduct surveys of alumni, employees, students, and minority
students. Complete results are available
online
at
http://und.edu/namecommission
http://www.und.edu/namecommission. Generally, the survey found
overwhelming support for keeping
the name among all constituencies
except minority students.
Point #5 The university has established a new standing American
Indian Programs Council. The
University’s new Strategic Plan commits the institution to becoming the
leading university in the nation in
providing opportunity to American
Indian students and service to the
reservations.
There is no way to make everyone happy. I am sure that there are
plenty of animal activists who feel
that animal names should not be used
either because it is “degrading” to the
animals. It is easy to become offended, but if we look deeper into the history and try to form a sense of understanding our hearts will become softened. We all need to remember that
“the only thing in the world you can
change is yourself and that makes all
the difference in the world.”

Ashlee M. Phillips
Junior
Nursing

A terrorism
wake up call
I am tired of people discussing
how we need to vote for Bush because
he has a strong stance on terrorism. I
don’t know about you, but I haven’t
been attacked once since 9/11, and I
don’t think anyone else has. That of
course is with the exception of U.S.
citizens who were stripped of their
rights by our own government for
being suspicious looking.
The fact is, we have just as good a
chance of being attacked by terrorists
as we always have had. It’s a fact of
life that there are bad people out there.
That doesn’t mean you can’t go outside. The media just wants you to be
afraid because it is in their best interest along with the president.
So, wake up people. Enjoy the
time you have. You probably have a
better chance of getting trampled by
an elephant than getting attacked by a
terrorist. So when November rolls
around, vote with common sense, not
fear.

Chris Sorenson
Senior
Math Education

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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MATTHEW
HAYWARD

STAFF
COLUMN

Self-imposed
segregation
separates
I’ve noticed a particular supernatural event that happens on the
campus of SCSU. It has been happening since my freshman year,
maybe longer.
I noticed that when I eat at
Garvey Commons, I see Caucasian
students only eating with other
Caucasian students. The same goes
for African Americans, Hmong,
and Japanese students.
This event isn’t limited to
Garvey Commons, it happens
everywhere on the campus of
SCSU. When I enter a classroom, I
notice right away the group of
African students only sitting with
other African students.
I guess there is a simple answer
to this. We only associate with
those who look like us. I admit. I
too contribute to this occurrence.
All my friends are African
American, and the people I go to
the bars with are African
American.
That is until recently. There’s
this part of me that welcomes the
idea of having friends from
Pakistan, or even white friends. I
suppose there are various reasons
why most of our friends look like
us. I think the primary reason is
society has continually enforced
the idea that we are different based
on our race or ethnicity. That leads
to stereotypes and other issues that
prevent ordinary students who are
Caucasian or Native American
from associating with each other.
There is no solution to this
problem. I’ll continue to only associate with African Americans, and
you can continue to associate with
people that look like you. That is
until someone realizes the only difference between most people is the
color of their skin, and that different really doesn’t matter.
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Valuable Coupon

Welcome Students!

Join Old Chicago’s World Beer Tour and
receive $5.00 in Foamer Bucks to get
you started.
Must Be 21!
Coupon only valid at St. Cloud Old Chicago.
Located at 4040 2nd Street. Next to the Comfort Inn.
Expires 12/13/04
Not valid with any other offer.
Valuable Coupon

Quote:

“Who’s that?”
-Shaquille O’Neal, Miami Heat center
after being asked about Heat head coach
Stan Van Gundy during a media day press
conferences. O’neal answered the questions
he was asked with a comical responses.

Senior Lindsay
Ashburn leads the
Huskies to their 12th
victory of the season
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

Bemidji
State
entered
Halenbeck Hall seeking revenge for
a loss three weeks ago, but SCSU
quickly extinguished their plan.
The Huskies (12-6 overall, 2-2
North Central) were able to defeat
the Bemidji State University
Beavers easily in three games, by
scores of 30-20, 30-22, and 30-19
in a match that empowered the
Huskies following their defeat to
the sixth ranked University of
Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs.
SCSU started the first game with
a quick 2-0 lead, assisted by a kill
from Kristi Pangrac. The Beavers
would play the game close until the
Huskies scored three quick points,
giving them a 15-10 lead, forcing
Bemidji State to call a timeout. The
timeout would not benefit Bemidji
State, as SCSU scored four more
points giving the home team a 1910 advantage.
The Huskies would regain control and win the first match by ten
points, 30-20.
The Beavers managed a quick
point to start the second match.
Bemidji State could have jumped
out to a 2-0 lead, except for three
diving saves by Sierra Nowak,
Lindsay Gothe, and Megan Hardy
respectively before senior Leah
Herrboldt made a kill to bring
SCSU to a 1-1 tie.
Bemidji State scored four quick
points, forcing SCSU to regain
composure, after being down 5-1.
SCSU head coach Patricia
Mickow gave credit to Bemidji
State for the way they came out in

the second game, but also saw some
areas the Huskies could have done
better.
“They served better, and we
struggled passing,” Mickow said.
Hardy provided strong leadership when the Beavers appeared
they may pull away, but was assisted by fellow senior Lindsay
Ashburn, who came off the bench
to give SCSU intensity and enthusiasm.
Mickow was happy, but not surprised, regarding Ashburn’s contribution off the bench.
“She’s a good leader on and off
the court,” Mickow said, “She
brings intensity and enthusiasm in
her role during the game.”
Ashburn believes that she and
her teammates need to play consistent from match to match to avoid
the brief lead the Beavers jumped
out to, in the second game.
“We need to keep playing hard
from one game until the next,”
Ashburn said. “We need to carry the
momentum into the next game.”
Following the Beavers 5-1 lead,
SCSU slowly came back retaking
the lead at 13-12. Hardy gave the
Huskies a 17-14 lead following a
strong line drive serve own the
right side of the court that bounced
in-bounds slightly in front of a
Bemidji State player.
When the Beavers were about to
climb back into the second game,
Ashburn killed the ball for a point
giving SCSU a 21-19 advantage on
their way to a 30-22 win.
Bemidji State stayed close at the
beginning of the third game, but
SCSU proved to be too difficult for
their rivals from the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference, winning 30-19.
The win gave SCSU its 12th win
of the season. The victory gave the
Huskies their first 12-win season
since 1999 when the Huskies went
12-17 overall, continuing the
improvement Mickow had wanted

“She’s a good leader on and off the court. She
brings intensity and enthusiasm in her role during
the game.”
Patricia Mickow
SCSU HEAD VOLLEYBALL COACH

to bring to SCSU upon her arrival.
“This is part of the plan to keep
getting better,” Mickow said.
Hardy came up big with a crucial defensive stops giving her 24
digs.
On the offensive end, SCSU
received contribution from many
players. Herrboldt led SCSU with
12 kills, while Ashburn, Gothe,
Pangrac, and junior Jamie Shlagel
each had seven kills followed by
Angie Mayers with six. Nowak
helped out with 21 set assists and
Monica Ashburn chipped in with
17.
The crucial stat of the game was
the Huskies’ .319 conversion rate
on kill attempts compared to the
Beavers .081.
Following the three-game loss
to University of Minnesota-Duluth
it would have been easy for the
Huskies to sulk and not play up to
their ability against the Beavers,
who they dominated on Sept. 14th.
However, Mickow was pleased
with the energy SCSU came out
with and saw a direct correlation
with how practice has gone.
“They did a nice job,” Mickow
said, “We talked about coming out
hard in practice and we know we
have to come out like that and execute. It was nice to get the win in
three games.”
SCSU hopes to continue their
winning ways, when they travel to
South Dakota on Friday and take on
conference
rival
Augustana.
Saturday, the Huskies head north to
North Dakota, to battle the Fighting
Sioux.
Mickow said she is excited
about the rematch against
Augustana (11-6, 2-2). The Vikings
beat SCSU in their first conference
match-up of the season at
Halenbeck Hall on Sept. 18, in four
close games.
“We have gotten better since we
played them. We’ve had a couple
more conference games. We are
ready for a real competitive match
on Friday in Sioux Falls,” Mickow
said. “If we keep getting better executing our offense the win will take
care of itself. Rallying from behind
shows maturity of the team that
they’re not going to quit when
behind.”
Ashburn said she looks forward
to a rematch against the Vikings.
“It’s always exciting to play
conference teams,” Ashburn said.
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Lindsay Ashburn pounds one past Bemidji State’s Brittney Carlson
during Wednesday’s contest.
“Everybody’s beatable. If we play
our best against them we’ll come
out on top,”
SCSU plays at 5 p.m. game
Saturday in Grand Forks, N.D
.against UND, the two teams initial
meeting.
Despite being 8-9 and not having won a conference game in three
opportunities, Mickow will not
overlook UND.
“On the road it’s always going
to be a battle and I am anticipating
another good match,” Mickow
said. “It’s tough on the road in the
NCC. It will be tough competition.

We will lace up our shoes and be
ready for a good competitive
match.”
Ashburn said she is excited to
play more difficult NCC rivals,
compared to Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference opponents.
“It’s better competition against
the NCC and it’s great coming off a
win going into the conference
games,” Ashburn said. “Playing
against the conference raises our
level (of play). We know they’re
better and we have to play a better
level against conference teams.”
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T’wolves begin quest for title
Derek Sullivan
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The
04-05
Minnesota
Timberwolves decided to embrace a
familiar motto: ‘If it ain’t broken,
don’t fix it.’
The 2004 Midwest Division champions arrived in Collegeville Tuesday
with 11 players from last year’s team,
including their entire eight man rotation. Eight new players will battle for
the only spot left on the 12-man active
roster.
The team will train at St. John’s
University until Oct. 10. Before leaving for the Twin Cities, the
Timberwolves will participate in a
public scrimmage at 6:30 p.m. Sunday
at Sexton Arena.
The eight players include two former Minnesota second-round picks, a
group of veterans hoping for another
shot, and possibly one of the most talented and troubled players in the
National Basketball Association.
On Tuesday, the Timberwolves
took a big chance on a huge talent.
Former No. 1 draft pick and high
school player of the year Eddie Griffin
signed with Minnesota, his third team
in 10 months.
Griffin began last season with the
Houston Rockets. Houston cut the
small forward in December and he
signed with New Jersey in February.
The Nets played just minutes from
Griffith’s home town, Philadelphia,
Pa., and officials hoped playing close
to home would resurrect his promising
career.
Unfortunately, while under indictment for felony assault for allegedly
firing a gun at his girlfriend last
October, Griffin was convicted of
marijuana possession this past

January. Shortly after his arrest,
Griffin left the Eastern Conference
team and checked into the Betty Ford
Center to receive six weeks of alcohol
abuse treatment.
According to the Associated Press,
Griffin talked about his second and
possibly last chance in the NBA.
“I’ve grown from the things I’ve
been through. I just know I can’t take
the game of basketball for granted any
more. I felt like that’s what I was
doing.”
When asked about Griffin’s offcourt troubles during media day, head
coach Flip Saunders said he had no
worries about handling the troubled
star stating he’s coached troubled
players in the past and has no problems with them.
Griffin averaged 8.7 points, 5.8
rebounds and 1.63 blocks in 150
career games with the Rockets. At 6foot-10, 232 pounds, he gives the
Wolves some front-court depth and
another physical defender.
Blake Stepp began his first NBA
training camp this week. The 58th
overall pick during this summer’s
NBA Draft will compete for the third
point guard spot against veteran point
guards Anthony Goldwire and
Anthony Carter. While no one knows
who will win the backup spot,
Saunders let the media know a third
point guard is a necessity.
“One thing you find out is (that)
there are going to be injuries,”
Saunders said. “You have to go in with
the idea that you need to carry three
point guards.”
Ndudi Ebi returns for this year
after spending much of last season on
the bench. The only Minnesota first
round pick this century spent much of
the off-season getting bigger and

stronger. The 200-pound small forward hopes the extra weight will lead
to more court time.
“I put on 20 pounds this summer, I
am stronger, leaner.” Ebi said. “I hopefully, by the grace of God, can contribute this season to the
Timberwolves.”
A major reason for the
Timberwolves loss to the Los Angeles
Lakers in the Western Conference
Finals were the injuries to point guards
Sam Cassell (hip and back) and Troy
Hudson (ankle). After Minnesota resigned Hudson in August, the point
guard spot looked to be in good shape.
Unfortunately, training camp begins
with more questions.
Cassell, the starting point guard,
did not appear at Monday’s media day
or Tuesday’s practice sessions. The
2nd-team All-NBA pick hoped for a
contract extension over the summer.
When Minnesota did not make an
offer, he decided to make a statement.
Cassell’s agent, Charles Tucker,
told the Associated Press that his client
was scheduled to arrive in Collegeville
yesterday.
Hudson begins training camp
unable to run contact drills. While the
6-1 point guard claims to be 100 percent, the Wolves plan to be careful.
“Our hope is that by the third week
of the exhibition season, Troy will be
able to do some full-court five-on-five
games,” Saunders said.
Hudson signed a six-year, $37 million contract over the summer and is
ha.
“I don’t care if I start or not. I feel
I am blessed with a great contract,”
Hudson said. “That is all you can ask
for. You should only worry about playing hard and trying to win a championship.”

MATT KASTER/VISUAL EDITOR

Timberwolves center Michael Olowakandi gets “into the zone”
before a photo shoot as part of media day at the Target Center
Monday.

Husky senior ends on a good, strong note
Joshua Fox
STAFF WRITER

JOSHUA FOX/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Captain Heidi Westrum winds up for a corner kick.She is in her final
year with the Huskies.

Four years ago the Huskies
brought in thirteen soccer recruits.
Now only three remain, including
senior Heidi Westrum.
Westrum was a two-sport athlete at Apple Valley high school,
playing both soccer and hockey. As
a hockey player, Westrum was part
of a state championship team. She
saw equal success on the varsity
soccer team., She started for three
years and was named to the firstteam all-state after her senior year.
She decided to attend SCSU following a meeting with head coach
Stephanie McGuinness at a regional
game.
“I talked to the coach and got to
come for a visit and I liked it up
here, I liked how close it was to
home,” Westrum said.
Westrum played a factor during

her first season in St. Cloud.
Westrum scored four goals and tallied nine points.
“She was a strong contributor in
this program,” McGuinness said.
According to McGuinness, the
intensity that Westrum brings to the
field can quickly change the
momentum of a game.
“She has a very strong desire to
win, she is very competitive,”
McGuinness said. “The intensity
that she has on the field is shown in
her play. She can get the team going
with her physicality and her work
ethic,” McGuinness said.
Westrum’s role has changed this
year. McGuinness had been using
Westrum as an aggressive forward
in past years, but this season she
was asked to play a role in setting
up goals by making passes up to
strikers. According to McGuinness,
it is a more passive role that has
contributed to the fact that Westrum
currently only has three goals.

“She is playing a different position, she is working very hard to set
up goals,” McGuinness said.
Westrum recently passed the
halfway mark of her senior year at
SCSU. Westrum said she has done
her best not to let the emotions of
this year get to her, but admits she
was a little sad following last
Sunday’s game on “Senior Day.”
Westrum career includes on five
more regular season games.
“As each game goes by it feels
different. I am running out of
games,” Westrum said.
SCSU heads into this weekend
0-2 in conference play. Westrum
hopes to finish in the top four of the
conference, claim home-field
advantage in the first round of the
playoffs and make a name for
SCSU.
“I have no regrets about coming
to St. Cloud. I am happy here and
wouldn’t want to play anywhere
else,” Westrum said.
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Sporting

Events

FRIDAY
■ Women’s Volleyball at
Augustana College at 5 p.m.
■ Men’s Golf at NCC
Conference meet in Omaha,
Neb. TBA.
■ Women’s Hockey at Ohio
State University at 7:05 p.m.
■ Women’s Golf at NCC
Conference meet in Omaha,
Neb. TBA.

SATURDAY
■ Football at Augustana
College at 1 p.m.
■ Volleyball at University of
North Dakota at 7 p.m.
■ Soccer at University of North
Dakota at 1 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey at the Ice
Breaker Tournament vs. St.
Lawrence at 1 p.m.

Sports

■ Women’s Golf at NCC
Conference meet in Omaha,
Neb. TBA.

SUNDAY
■ Women’s Golf at NCC
Conference meet in Omaha,
Neb. TBA.
■ Men’s Hockey at the Ice
Breaker Tournament vs. UNH or
OSU TBD.
■ Soccer vs. Minnesota State
University Mankato at 2 p.m.
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Wake up, fake Twins fans
I took a quick jaunt through
downtown Tuesday to sample the
mood of our St. Cloud community
on the opening night of the 2004
MLB playoffs.
Figuring that a prime time network broadcast would bring out the
crowds, a buddy and I visited an
assortment of downtown bars and
restaurants in an attempt to see just
how into the Twins road playoff
opener our neighbors were.
After spending some time in the
quaint state of Minnesota, I have
arrived at the conclusion that
Minnesota sports fans are an apathetic, or at best, a passive group.
Last night’s tour around St.
Cloud only cemented this thinking
further. In fact, there are some very
good reasons Minnesota continually teeters on the edge of a second or
third tiered market in the American
professional sports.

JAY
CORN
STAFF
COLUMN
Most people caring enough to
pay attention in recent years have
witnessed (among other things) the
infeasibility of the Metrodome, the
inability of teams to command high
ticket prices and the absence of a
consistently loyal fan base.
Let me tell you something. No
other major league team would halt
a baseball game with playoff implications in extra innings because a
college football team needed the
field.

“After the delayed punch out by the home plate
umpire, a small handful of interested parties,
including us, leapt from our chairs in joyful unison
as most others in our immediate area continued to
apply lip gloss or just shot us quizzical looks .”
Jay Corn

■ Men’s Golf at NCC
Conference meet in Omaha,
Neb. TBA.
■ Women’s Hockey at Ohio
State University at 7:05 p.m.
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Suspending a professional baseball game for the Gopher football
team infuriated me. An action like
that not only infringes on baseball’s
history and tradition, but more
importantly could have cost the
Twins home-field advantage.
My buddy and I watched Torii
Hunter throw out a potential Yankee
run at the plate at a popular dancing
destination. After the delayed
punch out by the home-plate
umpire, a small handful of interested parties, including us, leapt from
our chairs in joyful unison as most
others in our immediate area continued to apply lip gloss or just shot
us quizzical looks.
We left at the inning’s conclusion feeling borderline embarrassed
and set out to find another watering
hole; hopeful a slightly older crowd
would bring a little more playoff
enthusiasm.
We spent the next four innings at
a variety of establishments, with
only slightly higher levels of
Twinkie excitement. At every stop I
would eventually feel this overwhelming urge to yell out that “this
is playoff baseball people, get your
lazy butt into it.” Once that urge
was contained, I knew it was time
to move on.
Perhaps a contributing factor to
the blasé baseball attitude is that
2004 Twins baseball died two
weeks after the All-Star break. For
almost half the season, Minnesota

yawned as the Twins raced towards
another division title, and I don’t
think that yawning has stopped.
I started finding myself feeling
sympathetic towards the scrappy
Minnesota Twins players who have
once again drawn the Yankees as
opponents in the first round of the
playoffs play. Luck once again has
proved to be the Twinkies’ biggest
adversary when playoff-bracketing
time comes around, and after coasting through a majority of the season
unchallenged for the Central
Division title, going on the road to
play the corporate behemoth that is
the New York Yankees now rewards
the Twins.
At the conclusion of the seventh
inning, my buddy and I began our
walk home, and while there were
pockets of true Twins fans out and
proud, we were disappointed at the
overwhelmingly weak show of
Twins fanaticism.
Arriving home just as the eighth
inning started, I sat down on my
couch, just under a window facing a
busy downtown street. Listening to
the loud people below screaming
about how drunk they were didn’t
bother me anymore. I was content
to watch the Twins shut the door on
the “Evil Empire” in relative peace
and quiet.
After all, this is only the playoffs and this is Minnesota.

Huskies take 6-0 record to AC
Staff Report
Off to one of their best starts in
school history at 6-0, the SCSU
football team faces a road test
against the Augustana College
Vikings (3-3, 0-2 NCC) in a conference match-up Saturday. It is
Homecoming at Augustana and the
kick-off is scheduled for 1 p.m.
The Huskies’ record of 6-0 is
technically the best start since 1976
when the Huskies started the season
7-0. However, the first four games
of that season were later forfeited
because of an NCAA rules infraction. Therefore, 6-0 is the best start
since the 1967 Huskies team went
8-1 in which they lost the final
game of the season.
This will be the 28th time the
Huskies and Vikings will do battle
since the 1950 season. SCSU leads
the series 18-9. SCSU head coach
Randy Hedberg has a record of 4-1
against the Vikings. The Huskies
have won three consecutive contests against the Vikings. Since

joining the NCC in 1983, the
Huskies are 16-6 against Augustana
including an NCAA playoff game
in 1989 that SCSU won 27-20. The
Vikings’ last win over the Huskies
was in 2000 when AC rolled to a
49-7 win at Augustana.
The Huskies are ranked in all
four NCAA Division II football
polls released Tuesday. SCSU is
ninth in the College Sports Reports
Dopke.com poll and 11th in the
Don Hansen Football Gazette poll.
The Huskies ranked 15th in both
the American Football Coaches
Association and D2football.com
poll.
With his 136-yard rushing performance against the University of
North Dakota, junior running back
Matt Birkel (Ellsworth, WI) went
over the 1,000 yard rushing mark in
a season for the first time in his collegiate career. Through six games,
Birkel has touched the ball 147
times on the ground for 1,012 yards
and 11 touchdowns. He is the first
running back to go over the 1,000

yard mark in a season since Randy
Martin reached the milestone in the
1996 season. He is the sixth player
in the history of SCSU football to
rush for over 1,000 yards and the
feat has only been done ten times in
SCSU history. Birkel has rushed
over the century yard mark in six
straight games and done so 14 times
during his career with the cardinal
red and black.
Junior quarterback Daniel
Kaczor (St. Cloud) leads the NCC
in passing average per game (199.0)
and total offense (232.5).
Junior receiver Ed DeShazer
(Milwaukee, WI) leads the team in
touchdown receptions with five this
season. DeShazer has caught 17
passes for 316 yards this season. He
caught a season high six passes for
114 yards and two touchdowns
against Minnesota State UniversityMankato two weeks ago. DeShazer
has caught at least one pass in each
of the Huskies’ six games this season.
Senior linebacker Chris Schmitz

(Sumner, Iowa) equaled his career
high with two quarterback sacks
against UND. He tallied nine tackles, including 3.5 for a total of 21
lost yards, two QB sacks for a loss
of 14 yards. He has a total of 27
tackles this season. He is tied for
seventh in the NCC in tackles. The
Huskies return home in two weeks
for Homecoming, after playing at
South Dakota next weekend.

What:
Huskies vs.
Augustana
College
When:
1 p.m. Saturday
Where: Howard Wood
Field (10,000) in Sioux
Falls, S.D.
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Change the channel, or
change your perspective.
You decide.

The world is calling. Don’t tune it out. Contact the Peace Corps today, and
change your idea of what “changing the world” is all about.

Peace Corps
Redefine your world.

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580
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Springsteen mixes politics and music
It remains to be seen if John
Kerry can bring America together.
What the supporters of the senator
can do between now and Election
Day is bring Hall of Fame musicians to the same stage.
Three members of the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame shared the stage
Tuesday night at the Xcel Center in
St. Paul including 1999 inductee
Bruce Springsteen.
Springsteen headlined the bill
that included 1993 inductee John
Fogerty, future inductees R.E.M.
and a surprise appearance by 1995
inductee Neil Young. The show was
part of the “Vote for Change Tour.”
“We are R.E.M and we support
this tour,” R.E.M. lead singer
Michael Stipe told the crowd following their opening number, “The
One I Love.”
The tour was organized by the
liberal activist group Moveon.org.
The group plans to use the proceeds
to organize get-out-the-vote drives
in the states where the concerts are
take place.
While the show was far from a
political rally, fans wore Kerry and
Wellstone buttons and stickers.
Near the end of the show, a fan did
lift up a Kerry-Edwards yard sign.
But for the most part, the concert
contained very few political overtones or speeches.
The stage was absent of any
political paraphernalia and the acts
rarely brought up politics. Stripe
talked about his dad, a career soldier, during the band’s new song, “I
Wanted to be Wrong,” and
Springsteen talked about, “Walking
down to the river of change, and
washing yourself in the water of
democracy,” during his 2002 song
“Mary’s Place.”
Longtime fan and San Francisco
resident Claudia Blass was thrilled
to support her favorite act and his
cause, but said some fans would not
attend this tour.
“There are a bunch of us and we
go to a lot of shows (all over the
country), but I know a few said they
would not go to a show supporting
Kerry,” Blass said.
When politics did take center
stage, the crowd cheered mildly.
The first loud cheer arrived when
Young took the stage with R.E.M.
The long-time performer, sporting a
‘Canadians for Kerry’ button played
lead guitar on the R.E.M. song
“Country Feedback.”

DEREK
SULLIVAN
MUSIC
CRITIC
R.E.M. played for a little more
than an hour, mixing a few favorites
(“Losing my Religion”, “What’s
The Frequency, Kenneth”) with
songs from the band’s new album,
“Around The Sun.”
Stipe welcomed Springsteen to
the stage for the final two songs.
The lead singers shared vocals on
“Bad Day” and “Man on the Moon.”
Following the set, fans reached
for their cell phones. Two questions
could be easily heard.
“What’s the Twins score?”
“Is Santana still in?”
Around 10 p.m., Stipe again
welcomed Springsteen to the stage

and the New Jersey icon began
playing “The Star Spangled
Banner” on his 12-string guitar.
Following the rendition of the
national anthem, the E Street Band
joined in on “Born in the U.S.A.”
The normally talkative rock star
rolled through four songs, including
Kerry campaign anthem “No
Surrender”, before greeting the
crowd. It was evident that
Springsteen wanted to get through
his 20-song set list before midnight.
Springsteen welcomed Young
back to the stage to play guitar on
his 1991 song, “Souls of the
Departed,” and share vocals on “All
Along the Watchtower.” In between
versus of the Bob Dylan song, the
two rock legends performed short
guitar solos.
The crowd again screamed when
Fogerty arrived back on stage, this
time with a message, “Twins 2, New
York 0.” Following the update on
the American League Division
Series, Fogerty performed the fit-

ting “Centerfield.”
Fogerty then sang, or attempted
to sing, “Fortunate Son.” The former lead singer of Credence
Clearwater Revival forgot the first
verse.
“You would think after 35 years,
I would know the words,” Fogerty
told the crowd of over 19,000.
Stipe was welcomed back to
share lead vocals on “Because the
Night,” the song made famous in
the early nineties by 10,000
Maniacs. Springsteen again told the
crowd to sign up to vote, and talked
to his fans about his political beliefs
during a 12-minute version of
“Mary’s Place.” The regular set
ended with the house lights on and
Springsteen singing “Born to Run.”
Throughout the concert you
could hear fans asking their friends,
“Do you think Young will play a little Rockin’?”
The answer came during the
encore when the R.E.M., Fogerty,
and Young returned to the stage

“We are REM and
we support this tour.”
Michael Stipe
REM LEAD SINGER
with the E Street Band. With 11 different performer playing guitar,
Young sang “Keep on Rocking in
the Free World.”
The jam band also performed
“(What’s So Funny ‘Bout) Peace,
Love, and Understanding” and
“People Have the Power” as people
slowly worked their way out of the
hockey arena.
I am sure a large number of
President Bush supporters attended
the show and had a great time. Did
Springsteen change their vote? Not
likely. Did this once in a lifetime (or
every four years) event live up to
the hype? Definitely.

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA RECORDS (BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN.NET)

New Jersey born Bruce Springsteen headlines “The Vote for Change Tour,” aimed at increasing voter turnout and awareness.The tour
stopped in St. Paul’s Xcel Center Tuesday and in addition to Springsteen featured rock and roll Hall of Famers REM and John Fogerty.
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Psyche picnic stimulates minds
Mark Nielson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The psychology department hosted an ice cream social Monday on the
lawn outside of the Whitney House.
Some may recall Monday brought
the first touch of cold weather to campus. With many students walking
around in sweatshirts or jackets, why
would anyone stop for ice cream on
one of the coldest days yet this fall?
Jacob Champlin was walking by
when he spotted the event.
“I’m enjoying the ice cream and I
can say that they are friendly people
and they have got my interest,”
Champlin said.
Hot chocolate was added to the ice
cream social at the last minute in
order to attract students that weren’t
willing to brave the cold weather like
Champlin. As a hidden reward for
stopping at their event, door prizes
were given out to every tenth patron
who was willing to stop for some free
ice cream.
The main purpose of the social
was to inform SCSU students about
the
Industrial
Organizational
Psychology Degree and to spark an
interest in the field.
“We are answering questions for
undergraduate majors,” SCSU psychology professor Jody Illies said.
“We are getting them (students)

together in more of a social environment where they feel more comfortable.”
The event was able to serve its
purpose for Champlin and having
only taken introductory psychology
courses, has become interested in
continuing with more courses in psychology and possibly even a psychology degree.
The ice cream social wasn’t just
for students new to the program. It
was also organized for the students
that are already involved in the program.
Several SCSU students lingered in
groups with professors, friends and
new acquaintances, chatting about
degree related topics and non-related
topics like fantasy football.
“We want to get to know our students a little better,” Kristen Kling
said. “Basically, we want to interact
with our students outside of the classroom a little bit.”
The ice cream social had one more
attraction for the passer-by. They
made available a mental help table
where anyone could get advice for a
nickel. The table mimicked the popular cartoon Peanuts by displaying a
sign with “Mental Help 5 Cents. The
doctor is in.” The banner also pictured
Lucy, a popular peanuts character.

JOSHUA FOX/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU graduate students John Furth and Josh Kuehler chat with senior Amy Holt while enjoying ice
cream and hot cocoa on Monday afternoon at the psychology picnic.

Journalist turned author pens Free online food
book confronting life’s drama offer ends Monday
Author Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez
latest book, Playing With Boys, is a
“Sex in the City” type novel, only set
in Los Angeles instead of New York.
The book revolves around three
Latino women in their late 20s.
Alexis is a publicist 30 pounds
over-weight and addicted to buying
handbags.
Marcella, a sexy television actress,
yearns to find more substantial work
than being a self-proclaimed “tittie
actress.”
Finally, there is Olivia, a shy stayat-home mom who attempts to write a
screenplay.
The story begins at a posh party at
L.A.’s
Getty
Museum.
Los
Chimpances del Norte, a band Alexis
represents, is being honored for donating a large sum of money to UCLA’s
Center for Chicano Studies.
The donation was a publicity stunt,
and Alexis spends her time at the party
making sure the dirty old men in the
band refrain from exposing themselves.
Although none of the three women
know each other, Marcella and Olivia
are also present at the party. Having
trouble finding work as an actress,
Marcella is a waitress for the event.
Olivia is there with her professor

BECKY
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CRITIC

husband, just trying to avoid conversation with the other guests, who tended
to be rich and snobby.
By chance, the women meet and
eventually begin to work for a common goal: turning Olivia’s screenplay
into a successful film, with Marcella
as the lead role and Alexis as the producer.
In the process of working together,
the three women begin to depend on
each other. They help each other
through difficult times with men,
depression and, however shallow,
fashion.
This novel was extremely witty
and creative. Situations included runins with sex-addicts, naked transvestites, and 30-year-old reporters who
dressed and acted like high school hiphoppers.
Valdes-Rodriguez was incredible

at relating events in the book to real
life current events, making references
to such things like Janet Jackson’s
“nipple fiasco” at the Superbowl.
Even though it was refreshing because
this book was written so recently,
some of the references may cause confusion if read 10 years from now.
The book was filled with exceptional descriptions, especially when it
came to characters’ feelings. However,
the descriptions about landscape tended to be a little long and distracted
from the events happening in the plot.
This may be due to the fact that
Valdes-Rodriguez was a print journalist in the past and jumped at the
chance to let her imagination run free.
Playing With Boys ends with all
three characters happy, in love and
filthy rich. However heartwarming,
the characters’ many successes
seemed just a little unrealistic. If it
were as simple to reach your life goals
in the time it took these characters, the
world would be a much happier place.
All in all, this novel is excellent. It
is the perfect book to read when you
start to think your life is filled with too
much drama. After you’ve finished it,
you may realize how much worse it
could be.

Staff Report
Time is running out for SCSU students and members of the St. Cloud
community to take advantage of a
limited time online offer for free food.
Through Oct. 10 students willing
to supply a residential address can log
onto www.campusfood.com and
place a free-of-charge delivery order
with several area food establishments.
Domino’s Pizza, Taste of China,
Chinese
Phoenix
Express,
DiMaggio’s Pizza, Papa John’s Pizza
and Gary’s Pizza are the local eateries
participating in the promotion
designed to build databases of St.
Cloud addresses.
The offer began Sept. 27 and since
then word about the free food has
rapidly spread through campus.
Billed as one of many opportunities for students to save time, effort
and money, campusfood.com will
offer similar promotions over the
course of the school year.
Several restrictions apply to the
free offer and those choosing to participate should understand their information will be used for the purposes
of advertising.
First, only one order may be
placed per person and measures have

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Travis Scofield delivers a pizza
from Papa John’s to Stewart
Hall via campusfoods.com.
Scofield said many students are
taking advantage of the free
pizza offer from the online
ordering company while it lasts.
been put in place by campusfood.com
to ensure customers and businesses
abide by this rule.
In addition, no take out orders or
orders to common areas such as
libraries or computer labs are
allowed. Orders to such destinations
will be automatically canceled by
campusfood.com’s screening software.
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Film reveals supersize culture

MOVIE INFO: 253-4328
Bargain matinees on all shows before 6 p.m.
SAME DAY TICKET SALES ONLY
GEN ADM $7.00 CHILD/SR/MAT $5.00

PARKWOOD 18

JOHN
BEHLING

TAXI (PG13)

FILM
CRITIC

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS (PG13)
DAILY 4:15-4:45-6:45-7:15-9:15-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-1:30

I admit that I’m coming rather late
to the table for Morgan Spurlock’s
fast-food McBender, Super Size Me,
which released to DVD last week. But
better late than never. Spurlock’s
installment in the movement that’s
making docs pop into the multiplexes
like the Golden Arches into every
town U.S.A. generally has more to say
than I expected at first bite. Part of the
charm and also part of the problem is
that Spurlock’s film is such a clockwork example of target marketing. So
much that it sells itself. See the affluent New Yorker discovering with
wild-eyed amusement the blunt force
of the Mac attack. See our hero as he
whines, bloats and jokes his way
through a 30-day McDonald’s only
diet as his team of physicians go from
amused to concerned to disturbed. See
what fast food really does to this country.
But to its credit, the last few days
of this experiment play more like an
intervention scene from True Life: I’m
addicted to shooting smack transcending it’s base promise of childish
shenanigans.
But let’s talk about the shenanigans. Spurlock’s film brilliantly
blends Michael Moore’s everyday
schmuck-versus-the-world shtick,
along with hip anti-corporate sensibilities with the, “Hey watch me stick a
toy car up my ass”, demonstrative
masochism of Jackass.
Perhaps the excess of it all is what
appeals most to Americans. I mean
isn’t the bender, be it all you can eat
buffets, triple shot espressos, glorious
pub crawls, or all-night cram sessions,
an indelible cultural fixture? Just as
American as apple pie (or an Apple
Pie eating contest)? So for Spurlock to
convince us that eating fast food is
bad—and we know it is—he has to
gain 25 pounds, nearly pickle his liver,
shoot his cholesterol reading to the
stratosphere and impair the flow of
blood to his McNether region. And of
course it has to be funny, too.
Far less impactfull, but far more
potent, was Super Size Me’s Sundanc
companion The Corporation, an epic
deconstruction of corporate logic that
makes Spurlock’s film look like small
potatoes. And I’ll admit that it’s about
as fun as watching Magnolia without
the aid of prescription drugs. There are
no stunts in The Corporation. No
punch lines. However The Yes Men,
(opening Friday at the Lagoon) this
year’s feel-good World Trade
Organization docu-comedy is funnier
than any fictional narrative film I’ve
seen this year and it’s all about the
stunt. Maybe the message from this

DAILY 4:30-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:15

RAISE YOUR VOICE (PG)
DAILY 4:45-7:10-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30
SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW

TEAM AMERICA (R)
SATURDAY 10/09 AT 7:30 ONLY
SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW

SHALL WE DANCE (PG13)
SUNDAY 10/10 AT 7:30 ONLY
LADDER 49 (PG13)
DAILY 4:00-6:45-9:20
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00
SHARK TALE (PG)
DAILY 4:30-4:45-5:00-6:45-7:15-8:459:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:15-12:30-2:152:30-2:45
THE FORGOTTEN (PG13)
DAILY 4:00-7:00-9:00
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:00
FIRST DAUGHTER (PG)
DAILY 5:00-7:20-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:30
MR 3000 (PG13)

DAILY 5:00-7:10-9:20
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

SKY CAPTAIN AND THE WORLD OF
TOMORROW (PG13)
DAILY 5:00-7:20-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:30
NO 7:20 SHOWING ON SATURDAY 10/09

WIMBLEDON (PG13)

DAILY 4:45 ONLY
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:30

GARDEN STATE (PG13)
DAILY 4:30-7:00-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 1:15
CELLULAR (PG13)

DAILY 7:00-9:15

NAPOLEON DYNOMITE (PG)
DAILY 5:00-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00
HERO (PG13)
PHOTO COURTESY JULIE SOEFER

Filmmaker Morgan Spulock puts his own body on the line, chowing down a 30-day, drive-through only
diet with radical results.
documentary crusade is: the revolution will be hilarious. Although there’s
parts in all of the above films where I
couldn’t laugh at all.
As Spurlock’s waist begins to balloon, and we hear from his girl friend
(a vegan chef of all things) that he’s
not exactly perky below the
McWaistband, the chuckles keep
rolling. But at this point things are
starting to change. I’ve never heard
that fast food can cause depression but
we see it here: Spurlock moping
around, laying in bed, sucking on his
cola passively. At one point he says
that he only feels happy when he’s eating McDonalds. My jaw dropped even
further when an expert described the
similar effects of an addiction medication given to heroin addicts and above
all things: chocalics. The psychological effects of advertising are one thing,
but chemical dependency? That’s just
insane! Imagine sitting around in a circle in the basement of a church. “My

name is Rick and I haven’t had a Big
Mac in three days.” But according to
the film, that’s where we’re heading.
And you can’t move away from
McDonalds. There’s two within a
stretch of 100 feet in my hometown of
8,000 and there’s another one just 3
miles up the freeway. It’s like there’s
crack house on every corner, and for
some people, it’s the only crack house
they can afford.
Another jaw-dropper is Spurlock
sitting in his SUV attempting to eat a
super-sized double quarter pounder
with cheese value meal. After a 45minute struggle to get the entire meal
into his system, Spurlock pukes out
the window. This is, of course, a great
marketing tool for the movie but also
it reminds the audience how eating
can feel like a workout. There seems
to be some kind of sacred waste-not
code in our country where it’s better to
eat until you puke than eat until you’re
hungry. Substitute alcohol for the last

example (and pretty much every other
example I’ve given) and you’ll realize
how normal this problem is.
In the months following its release
at Sundance, McDonalds eliminated
the supersizing option and came out
with a new Go-Active adult happy
meal. But is that enough? Maybe more
people should see The Corporation
and apply pressure to our political
leaders to strip away some of the holy
armor that allows companies like
McDonald’s to continue exploiting
their customers to the tune of profits.
The new breed of documentary has
created a dilemma of audience participation. You go, suck on a cola, eat
some candy, some popped corn, watch
a man battle against the corporate animal, have a few laughs, a few tears
and leave with a new-found grasp on
the problem. And then what?

DAILY 4:45-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:15

NO 7:30 SHOWING ON SUN 10/10

WITHOUT A PADDLE (PG13)
DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30
BOURNE SUPREMACY (PG13)
DAILY 7:15-9:45
THE NOTEBOOK (PG13)
DAILY 4:00-7:10-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:15

CROSSROADS 6
ALL SEATS $1.50

SPIDERMAN 2 (PG13)
DAILY 4:15-6:45-9:15
SAT-SUN MATS 1:30
THE VILLAGE (PG13)
DAILY 5:00-7:00-9:00
SAT-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00
ALIEN VS PREDATOR (PG13)
DAILY 5:20-7:20-9:20
SAT-SUN MATS 1:20-3:20
I, ROBOT (PG13)
SHREK 2 (PG)

DAILY 4:30-6:45-9:00
SAT-SUN MAT 1:30

DAILY 5:10-7:10-9:10
SAT-SUN MATS 1:10-3:10

DODGEBALL: A TRUE UNDERDOG STORY (PG1
DAILY 7:15-9:15
SAT-SUN MATS 1:15-3:15-5:15
31764.100804
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CLASSIFIEDS

HOUSING

1 BDRM AND 2 BDRM
Near campus. (320) 253-5340.

SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.

ONE BEDROOM APT.
For rent. Also single rooms in a 4
bedroom townhome. 252-2633.

2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320) 2531154.

FOR RENT
3 br house in St. Joseph. Attached
Garage. Granite tops, washer/dryer,
new carpet. $1000 + utilities. (320)
260-2029.

WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.
ROOM IN HOUSE
2 miles from campus, hot-tub, high
speed internet, pool table, swimming pool, all utilities included.
$325/month. (320) 493-2608.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths, close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month
leases avail. now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now! (763)-6331080 ext. 28
1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.
2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept 1. Jim:
(612)-508-3723.
FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Offstreet parking available close to
SCSU campus $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water,
sewer,garbage paid. Heat paid in
winter months. Call now to reserve
your home (763)-633-1080 ext. 28.
LARGE 2BR’S
Starting at $475. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Heat, water,
garbage and basic cable included!
Call Angie at (320) 761-1571.
SUBLEASER
Looking for one person to live with 5
girls. Beautiful 6 bdrm house. 3
blocks from campus. Call Dave
(320) 492-1230

ONE BEDROOMS
Close to campus quiet building, on
bus route, 1/2 mile from SCSU.
Basic cable, heat, water and refuse
included. Northern Management
654-8300.
ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD (320) 654-8300.
SPACIOUS 2 BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 Mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie (320)
654-8300.
WE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available. Call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management (320)
654-8300, www.nomgnt.com/se.
ROOMS FOR RENT
Female. Spacious, newer home w/
parking. Good location. 4 bed, 2
bath. (320) 236-7792 or (320) 4207201, $290 plus electric.
ROOMS FOR RENT
Remodeled units, very nice.
(320)-980-7545.
1 BDRM
In 4 bdrm apts, new interior. Free
parking, near SCSU. Rent bdrms
individually $205. (320) 980-7545.
ROOMS FOR RENT
In 4 bdrm house. $280/mo.
McMullen Properties
(320) 761-1514.
SCSU TWO BEDROOM APTS
With free prk, heat, garbage.
Available now. Call Johnson
Properties @ 229-1919.
SCSU FOUR BEDROOM APTS
Available now! Cheap rent, new
appliances, AC, heat, and parking
included. Call Johnson Properties
229-1919
johnsonproperties@astound.net

3&4 BDRM APTS
With heat, +70 channels cable, dishwasher and newly carpeted.
Call 259-9673.
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU. Also single rooms.
Heat paid. Call (320) 251-8284.
CARETAKER NEEDED
For West Campus Apts. Heat,
water. garbage, and basic cable
included as well! Please call Angie
to inquire. 654-8300.
FEMALE AND MALE SUBLETS
In 4 bedroom apts. Heat paid, dishwasher, close. Excell Prop.
251-6005.
3 OR 4 BEDROOM APT
Heat paid, D/W, A/C. Nice and
close. Excel Prop. 251-6005.
2 AND 3 BEDROOM
Apartments. 1/2 block from campus.
259-9434.
ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. 259-9434.
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available. Utilities included. Clean
and quiet. 259-9434.
PROFESSOR/VISITOR FRANK
LLOYD WRIGHT GUEST HOUSE
Unique guest house with indoor racquetball court, tennis court, hot tub,
exercise room, sauna, and kitchen.
$75 nt. $300 wk. $800 month.
References required.
www.bridgescreate.com/guesthouse
to reserve.
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX
For rent. Finished basement. Very
clean. 654-6844.
FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
One 2 br duplex, 9 brs in house!
Plus fill in spots! Great locations!
Call Pillar Property (320) 259-4259!
FEMALES
Non smokers, single rooms. 3 bedroom Apt. Immediate, ‘05. (320)
253-5340.
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
$250 per room. Call 253-9442.
PARKING/GARAGE AVAILABLE
Close to campus. Call Cindy at
240-0679.
ONE, TWO, AND THREE
Bedroom apartments available.
Park Plaza. 253-1615.
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HOUSES, APTS
Houses and Apts. Updated. Various
locations. Walking distance.
Available now, 11/1, 12/1, or 1/1/05.
Heat/parking included.
Dan 251-1925.
HOUSING
Rent Neg. Dan 251-1925.
SUBLEASE SINGLE ROOMS
1-4 br. apts. Rent neg. Available
now 11/1, 12/1, or 1/1/05.
Dan 251-1925.
CHEAP ONE BEDROOMS!
Starting at $425! Close to SCSU, on
bus route, includes heat, water,
garage, and basic cable. Great
move-in special!
Call 761-1571 today!
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3,&4 bedroom available, call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management
654-8300. www.nomgmt.com/se
$75 MOVE IN SPECIAL!!!
Application, security deposit, and
one month rent included... No
strings attached! 1/2 mile from
SCSU and on the bus line. Call 6548300 for details.
2 BEDROOMS FROM $475!
Includes basic cable, heat, water,
and refuse. On bus line, and 1/2
mile from SCSU. Call 751-1571 for
info.

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator. Hiring campus reps. Call
for group discounts. Info/reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
INTERESTED IN MONEY
Internet business opportunity. Top
sports energy nutrition products.
Leave message. (320) 762-8608.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Vector has good pay, flexible schedule, sales/service, all ages 18+, conditions apply. 203-9481.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $499. Reps go free. (800)
366-4786. www.mazexp.com.

SPRING BREAK
With Bianchi-Rossi Tours! The best
Spring Break under the sun!
Acapulco-Vallarta-Mazatlan-Cancun
& Cabo. Book by Oct. 31=FREE
MEALS & FREE DRINKS!
Organize a group-GO FREE!
800-875-4525 or www.bianchirossi.com.

SERVICES
CHIROPRACTOR
www.hjortchiorpractic.com
ST. CLOUD BAND REHEARSAL
Space. Call Perry (612) 245-1600.

FOR SALE
NO DRAFT FOR IRAQ
Patriotic bumper sticker $3.50.
Order today at:
bushliedthousandsdied.com
Register. Your vote counts! Register
today!!
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Newman
Center...
...a place to belong.

MASS: SUNDAYS 9 AM, 11:15 AM, & 8 PM
MASS & EVENTS: 251-3261 OFFICE: 251-3260
http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/newman
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